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In an age where the use of electronic media is
expanding and the nature of traditional texts and textbased learning is changing, new literacies are
becoming increasingly important in the school
classroom. This volume examines how new
literacies can be used in the English curriculum, and
presents a series of research-based studies applied
to every level of school-age education. The chapters
examine: early literacy; picture books; the internet;
secondary school English; and the problems of
assessment in the new literacy age. This forwardthinking volume will be of interest to teachers and
academics researching education, literacy, applied
linguistics, and social semiotic theory.
The questions raised by government support for faithbased schools are now proving to be increasingly
relevant and contentious. In one form or another
they have a long history and are embedded in
classical disagreements about the proper
relationship between State and Church, or between
secular power and religious freedom. They have
been given a sharper edge by recent events, and by
the emphasis laid by some governments on the
importance of increasing public support for schools
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attached to different denominations and religions. Is
it appropriate in a pluralist society to support some
forms of religious expression and not others? What
are the basic reasons for mingling (or indeed
refusing to mingle) political and religious issues?
What are the larger social effects of encouraging
separate schooling for distinct sectors of society?
These are among the questions raised and
illuminated by this case study – historical and
comparative in character – of the developing
relationship between the State and the Catholic
communities in three very different societies.
CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title for 2009 "A welcome
addition to any public or academic library, this set would also
be of use in a law library where educational law might need to
be explored and reviewed at a more basic level than other
legal texts." —Sara Rofofsky Marcus, Queensborough
Community Coll., Bayside, NY "Smaller educational legal
summaries exist, and a couple of texts deal with Supreme
Court cases about education, but this set provides a unique
combination of general educational legal issues and casespecific information. It should be a welcome addition to
academic and large public libraries. Also available as an
ebook." — Booklist The Encyclopedia of Education Law is a
compendium of information drawn from the various
dimensions of education law that tells its story from a variety
of perspectives. The entries cover a number of essential
topics, including the following: Key cases in education law,
including both case summaries and topical overviews
Constitutional issues Key concepts, theories, and legal
principles Key statutes Treaties (e.g., the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights) Curricular issues Educational
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equity Governance Rights of students and teachers
Technology Biographies Organizations In addition to these
broad categories, anchor essays by leading experts in
education law provide more detailed examination of selected
topics. The Encyclopedia also includes selections from key
legal documents such as the Constitution and federal statutes
that serve as the primary sources for research on education
law. At the same time, since education law is a component in
a much larger legal system, the Encyclopedia includes entries
on the historical development of the law that impact on its
subject matter. Such a broadened perspective places
education law in its proper context in the U.S. legal system.
Hong Kong and Macao have much in common. The dominant
populations in both territories are Cantonese-speaking
Chinese; both are small in area; both are urban societies;
both have been colonies of European powers; and both have
undergone political transition to reunification with China. Yet
in education, for reasons that are analysed in this book, they
are very different. The patters of similarities and differences in
the two territories make a fascinating basis for comparative
study. The overarching theme of the book, on continuity and
change is particularly pertinent following the transition of the
two societies of the postcolonial era. This thoroughly-revised
and expanded second edition builds on the widely-acclaimed
first edition. The work has been recognised as a significant
contribution to the broad field of comparative education as
well as to study of the specific societies which are its main
focus.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog
includes a description of the work copyrighted and data
relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright
claimant as given in the application for registration, the
copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).
A grab-and-go guide for busy principals While many books
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outline the attributes of successful school leaders, few
describe how those traits manifest in daily practice. This
volume provides a compendium of daily practices used by
successful principals in various settings. Written by former
administrators, this handy guide’s strategies are based on
interviews with successful leaders and applicable in multiple
contexts. Inside you will find guidelines for: Examining your
values, educational platform, and personal style Establishing
learning as a common purpose Identifying and leading school
change Effectively managing staff and student relationships
Developing teacher leaders
An illustrated biographical record of leading Canadians from
business, the professions, government, and academia.
New Literacies and the English CurriculumBloomsbury
Publishing
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